
Press firmly out from centre. 

X

Hold firmly at position      alternately pull tabsX

The adhesive liner is pre-slit. Peel liner away until a 30-
50mm 'tab' protrudes. Crease the liner. Don't touch the 
exposed adhesive! Carefully place the print on the backer, 
the tabs will prevent adhesive contact while positioning.

 Gently press the print onto the backer on the    .  Check the 
other end of the sheet, adjust as required. If you do stuff it 
up  twist it  DO NOT PULL THE SHEET UPWARD
horizontally to remove.

Press the sheet firmly on the X, pull the tabs alternating 
from side to side in 50mm increments. Press the centre of 
the sheet firmly onto the backer as you go down. Press 
outward from the centre to force out air pockets. Finish by 
pressing firmly around all the edges. 

Remove all fingerprints, dust and dirt from the backer. 
Assume that the surface is contaminated even if it looks 
clean. Use methylated spirits on a paper towel. Before the 
meths evaporates wipe dry with a second paper towel.  
Replace both paper towels frequently. 

LABELS     SIGNS     DISPLAYS

TM

Laminate the print to the TuphMount backer

UG

WALL

UG

Attach the Tuphmount backer to your wall or structure. 
Make certain that the fixings are not proud of the 
countersunk holes or the print will be damaged. 

       Attach the TuphMount backer

Prepare the TuphMount backer for laminating

How to laminate your print to a TuphMount
User Guide 1011UG

X

        Gently press       just enough to hold in 
place. Check other end.

X

X

X

4mm Powder Coated4mm Powder Coated
Aluminium.Aluminium.

Fixed to concrete/rock:Fixed to concrete/rock:
M6 x 60mm C/S bolts withM6 x 60mm C/S bolts with
construction adhesive filled holes.construction adhesive filled holes.

Fixed to timberFixed to timber
12g x 60mm C/S timber screws12g x 60mm C/S timber screws

4mm Powder Coated
Aluminium.

Fixed to concrete/rock:
M6 x 60mm C/S bolts with
construction adhesive filled holes.

Fixed to timber
12g x 60mm C/S timber screws

A wide range of alternative  A wide range of alternative  
fixings to suit specificfixings to suit specific
applications are available.applications are available.

A wide range of alternative  
fixings to suit specific
applications are available.

30-50mm

Peel both tabs away from slit.

We're here to help, so please call or email if you get stuck.
Phone Andrew on 0275 577 119, or andrew@metalimage.co.nz
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